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The 7 illusions of leadership.  Why top teams 

settle for ordinary results - despite extraordinary efforts 
 

 

The leaders we meet, in organisations of all types, all tell us the same things.   

 

“I’m incredibly busy”.  “My days start early and end late, my inbox gets filled with hundreds 

of emails a week. I have back to back meetings every day and I’m having to work evenings 

and weekends just to keep up.” 

“I’m frustrated”.   “I can see the potential of this organisation but progress is incredibly slow.  

We’re finding it hard to make the few percentage points of growth in our annual plans – let 

alone the transformational changes that we need to breakthrough to the next level” 

“It should be more fulfilling”.  “I worked hard to be in a leadership position because I wanted 

to make a difference.  I wanted to change our market. I wanted to help this organisation, and 

the people in it, reach their potential.  I thought leadership would help me leave something 

really worthwhile behind.  Most of the time though, it feels like a treadmill. Dragging this 

organisation along just barely enough to keep paying our shareholders and staff mortgages 

isn’t what I signed up for.“ 

 

Through our research, and years of working with leaders, we’ve identified the 7 limiting beliefs 

that hold leaders back.  In this article, we look at each and explore how thinking differently can 

transform both your results and your working life. 

 

We used these principles to help a division of Tata Steel to increase their profits from breakeven 

to £30m – and to raise their 3 year ambition to 80m. Read on to see how. 

 

“It’s my job to 

make us 

successful” 

 

Limiting belief 1 – Individual leaders change organisations  

Very few leaders can transform an organisation with just the power of their 

own personality - or sheer willpower.  If you aren’t one of them, you’re going 

to need the help that only a powerful leadership team can provide. 

In reality, it’s teams, not leaders, who change organisations 

To address the real issues your organisation will require your top team to 

work together.  All your big challenges are cross functional.  They all require 

your leadership team to be role models of how to lead and get work done.   

Our research suggests that leadership teams have the potential to increase 

results by between 45% and 90% - and to make work more rewarding. 
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UKD Case study – The story so far 

Paul was the MD of a division of a global industrial conglomerate.  After years 

of incurring losses running into the tens of millions, the leadership team of the 

division (UKD), made dramatic surgery and achieved breakeven.  Their biggest 

challenge, however, was still ahead of them.    

Like most leadership teams, the UKD leadership team focussed mostly on 

their own functions.  There were tensions between departments, co-operation 

was weak and they were giving out different messages on priorities. 

As we talked, Paul realised that creating growth would be much harder than 

cutting costs.  UKD were nudging into profit but he knew he didn’t have all the 

answers.  He needed the team to step up to a new level if UKD was to succeed.   

“Do I”, he wondered, “have the team around me to get the job done?” 

 

 “I’m doing 

the best I can 

with the 

people I 

have” 

 

Limiting belief 2 – You can’t start until you have the right people  

When you look around your team and see weaknesses in individuals around 

you, you’re right! Every one of them has flaws - but so do the people in the 

top teams of your competitors. That’s why you need to be a true team. 

In reality, waiting to change one person holds up your whole 

organisation  

If you harness the diverse skills and styles of your team, incredible things will 

start to happen.  Individuals will rise to the challenge, problems you thought 

intractable get solved, new possibilities emerge and progress will accelerate. 

You’ll be generating momentum rather than treading water.   

UKD Case study – Choosing the team 

Paul’s team was a mixture of personalities.  Some he saw as stronger and 

others still needed to prove that they could deliver.  There were a variety of 

personalities and styles.  Some were collegiate and others were more 

individualistic.  Each had both great strengths and glaring weaknesses.    

He could have spent months replacing team members but he knew they had 

to get started quickly.  Despite some reservations, he decided to give each 

team member an opportunity to rise to the challenge.   

By the end of our work together, his confidence was rewarded.  Not only did 

every member of the team rise to the challenge, most of them far exceeded 

his expectations.  Five out of six of the team members were promoted.   

It had all started with an apparently simple conversation about what they 

were trying to achieve in UKD. 
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“Our goal is 

simple - hit 

the numbers 

in our plan” 

 

Limiting belief 3 – We drive results through business planning 

Your organisation needs plans and forecasts.  Any organisation neglecting 

these essential basics will quickly fall into disarray.  However, leaders too often 

become the servant of planning processes when they should be serving you. 

Planning processes lock your team into incremental and uninspiring annual 

goals.  Targets get pitched at modest levels because of their consequences for 

external communication and internal reward.  They trap you into working ever 

harder without addressing the underlying issues.  

In reality, great teams know that getting better means not being 

content with just ‘better’ 

To make the big shifts that your organisation needs will require deep 

personal commitment from every member of your team. Your ambition, 

therefore, needs to be genuinely shared and radical enough to produce the 

new mindsets required to find different solutions to enduring problems.  

More than that, however, it must also be inspiring enough to persuade your 

team, and others, to take on the personal risk and investment required to 

change old habits of thinking and behaviour. 

UKD Case study – A dramatic goal 

The £30m three year profit goal in UKD was a number that had been plucked 

from the air by Paul and the FD for a planning document.  There was no 

passion or hunger for either the goal or the journey to get there. 

Among the first things we did with UKD was to share and debate what each 

team member would see as real success.  Each person talked about what they 

deeply wanted for the business and real passion began to emerge. 

They decided to increase their ambition to £80m profit in three years.  This 

brought excitement – and a realisation they would have to dramatically 

change their ways of working and find new solutions to many issues. 

But what did working differently mean to a group of people who had already 

worked closely together to deliver against the odds?   

 

“We don’t 

have to like 

one another – 

just respect 

each other” 

Limiting belief 4 – Relationships in a leadership team don’t matter 

You don’t have to be friends to lead together - but you do need relationships 

strong enough to debate tough, and sometimes sensitive, issues.  You need 

to be able to challenge one other on thinking, on delivery and on behaviour 

– without fear of creating offence or provoking defensiveness. 
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In reality, leadership teams aren’t afraid of challenging work - 

they’re afraid of challenging each other 

It’s an open secret that the leadership teams in most organisations operate 

somewhere between mild dysfunction and open warfare.  The result is 

discussions that either skirt round tough issues, or descend into unproductive 

arguments that become personal and positional.  You, as the leader, become 

shackled by the people issues and have to tiptoe through every discussion. 

UKD Case study – Dealing with the elephants in the room 

The UKD leadership team had fought adversity shoulder to shoulder and had 

been forced to trust one another.  Even so, there were unspoken issues 

between team members and important subjects were not raised in meetings 

in fear of the reactions that they might provoke. 

We worked with the UKD leadership team to develop powerful and insightful 

business relationships.  We helped them become a team with a culture of 

both personal support and rigorous challenge - and gave them some simple 

tools to help them confront, rather than avoid, difficult and important issues. 

Now, no conversations are off limits in UKD.  Concerns are openly and directly 

raised.  Defensiveness has been replaced by a desire to understand and 

resolve important underlying issues.  Tough discussions happen, and powerful 

conclusions are reached as every team member is pushed by his colleagues.   

Now that the team was working effectively, they began to wonder how they 

would secure the support of the wider management group? 

 

 “All delivery 

requires one 

person to be 

accountable” 

 

Limiting belief 5 – Single point accountability is paramount 

Making an individual accountable for each and every result has become an 

obsession. It does have a role, but driving ever clearer boundaries between 

responsibilities also causes internal divisions and destructive behaviour.  It is, 

in short, necessary but never sufficient.  

The biggest issues in your organisation don’t lend themselves to making one 

person accountable.  Brand, customer service, customer retention, quality, 

processes, leadership and most people issues (to name but a few) - all require 

genuine cross functional collaboration if you are to address them successfully.   

In reality, it’s collaboration that will drive the results you want 

If you only make one person or department accountable for the big issues 

you’ll get poor results.  When things don’t go right, everyone blames everyone 

else and no-one takes responsibility for resolving anything.  Poor results on 

these, underlying, issues produce myriad problems elsewhere. 
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What you want is for leaders from across your organisation to come 

together, analyse, deeply understand and work together to solve these 

issues.  More than ‘joined up thinking’ you really need ‘joined up action’. 

UKD Case study – Moving the team from part of the problem to part of the 

solution 

The extended leadership team of 50 top managers in UKD was little more 

than a communications group.  They managed rather than led, waited for 

direction and spent more time criticising one another than finding solutions.   

In UKD we involved this extended team in identifying the issues blocking 

progress toward the new ambition.  They selected eight key underlying issues 

and formed cross functional teams to address them. 

Now leaders in the extended leadership team are owning and driving truly 

cross functional solutions to old problems.  Instead of waiting for answers to 

be handed down from above, for the first time in years a wider management 

group is actively leading change – and finding new and creative ways forward.   

Things were really moving now in UKD, but how had it happened? 

 

 “Some teams 

work, and 

some just 

don’t” 

 

Limiting belief 6 – Teams are born and not made 

Which was the best team you ever worked in? Most will say that it was a 

team that produced extraordinary results and exceeded expectations.  They 

will also say that they were memorable for how motivating they were and the 

way they elevated your personal performance to new levels. 

Few people can describe how their best team was created.  Most will tell you 

that it was a fateful coming together of the situation, the people and many 

other factors.  Only one in eight leaders in our research said they had been 

part of a coherent, well planned programme of team development.  Most 

leaders want a strong team but just aren’t sure how to create one. 

In reality, you can turn your top team into a great team 

There are tried and tested approaches to turn a group of individuals into a 

high performing team.  Like all significant changes, they require clarity of 

purpose, good design and sustained effort – but they will deliver results you 

previously thought unattainable – and get you back to enjoying your job again. 

UKD Case study – How they started 

The work in UKD started with a series of conversations with Paul, the MD, 

and every other member of the team.  We gathered their views on where the 

organisation was, where they wanted to be and the challenges that would 

need to be overcome to get there. 
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Before the work began the team debated and agreed what they wanted for 

the organisation - and what that meant for how they would need to work 

together as a team.  The programme for them was built around these business 

goals.  Using proven tools, we helped them deliver against the challenges – 

and transform themselves into a high performing team. 

Results in UKD have more than doubled their expectations.  The European 

CEO is now using them as an example of what can be delivered in apparently 

impossible market conditions with the right leadership.   A stream of people is 

arriving at the plant to ask the team how they did it. 

Paul saw that he had to shift an already good team to a great one – and 

made the investment required to do so.  But how did he make the case? 

 

 “We don’t 

have the time 

for team 

building” 

 

Limiting belief 7 – Building a team is important, but not urgent 

You’re under pressure to deliver short term results.  You, and your team, are 

already working incredibly hard.  Team meetings have overcrowded agendas 

and usually run out of time.  Building a team can feel like a luxury. 

In reality, there’s nothing that can get you bigger results 

If you carry on running round the hamster wheel for modest results, the 

underlying issues will persist and next year will be no better.  Most leaders 

say they aren’t spending the time they want on strategy, direction and the 

issues underlying poor results.  They bemoan endless fire fighting and 

spending time on things that others should be handling.    

In our research, leaders told us that the potential performance increase, if 

their team was fully effective was between 45% and 90%.  What other 

initiative do you have that could improve performance this much? 

UKD Case study - Results 

In UKD, every conversation and every workshop focussed on the real issues 

of the day that had to be addressed to realise their goals.  Every discussion 

was focussed on the things that only the leadership team could do.  By so 

doing we accelerated the change – and won the continued support of the 

team in the face of many competing priorities. 

Everything we did revolved around current and anticipated business 

challenges.  Any new tools and approaches used with the team were simple 

and jargon free, and were only used where needed to resolve the key issues.    

Over the period of our involvement, the run rate for profit moved from a 

little above zero to £30 million (against a forecast of £13m).  The three year 

forecast is up to £80m (against a forecasts at the outset of 30m). 
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Are you too busy to do the work you know is really needed? 

Are the results you’re getting less than you know are possible? 

Do you yearn to make a real difference rather than just keep afloat? 

 

We understand the challenges and opportunities you are facing.  We’ve been in your shoes - and 

your people’s shoes - having spent many years as leaders and members of leadership teams.   

We’ve run programmes for leadership teams in many large organisations.  We help them deal with 

the sorts of challenges you are facing.  If you’d like to explore your challenges – and how they might 

be addressed, we would be happy to meet you for a one to one Leadership Team Strategy Session. 

In that session we’ll explore the challenges you and your team face, the kind of results you want 

instead, and whether our program is right for you.  Whether we move forward together or not, we 

promise you will leave our conversation clear about the issues, and excited about what’s possible. 

The conversation will take no longer than 90 minutes and is best done in person.  Please contact 

chris.henderson@onethirdmore.co.uk to arrange your free strategy session.   

As well as discussing how you can make the transition, we will also give you a free Benchmarking 

Report.  This will show you how your team is comparing to high and low performing comparators, 

the key challenges to be addressed and how much value might be available by addressing them. 

I look forward to talking to you. 

With warm regards 

 

 

 

 

 

We work with the leadership teams of large organisations who are working too hard for 

only modest results.  Through the Six Game Changing Conversations, we help them create 

powerful, high performing teams; transforming results (between 45% and 90% more profit) 

and making their work energising and motivating again. 


